
The following are student organizations which the RSO Auditing Task Force found to be potential duplicate groups, 
based on limited evaluation of purpose, function, members, and/or funding history. The RSO Auditing Task Force 
recommends that the newly formed Student Assembly Organizational Review Committee (SAORC) use this list as a 
reference in the more formal and in-depth review process to ensue (as explained in the resolution), keeping in mind 
that this is list is neither definitive nor exhaustive. SAORC to consider the following questions (also addressed in the 
resolution) with regards to the particular categories the RSO Auditing Task Force found most effected:

-What level of specificity should be allowed in a group’s purpose (particularly noticed in the  
“religious,” “cultural,” and “special” categories)
-How should demand for particular organizations be assessed in allowing multiple groups with similar 
purposes (particularly noticed in the “sports” and “arts” categories)

SPORTS-
Buds Ultimate, Cornell: The purpose of the Buds is to (1) field a nationally competitive collegiate ultimate team, 
(2) teach ultimate skills, strategy, and training primarily to our membership, but also to the campus and greater 
community via outreach events, (3) increase campus and greater community awareness and understanding of 
ultimate, and (4) create a supportive, team-oriented atmosphere for our membership.
Shake Ultimate, Cornell: The purpose of the Shake is to provide an educational environment for players interested 
in playing Ultimate Frisbee.
Thorny Roses Women's Ultimate Frisbee: We're a group of fun, competitive, athletic women who play high level 
frisbee and love to have a good time. Our purpose is to promote the sport of Ultimate and to teach the sport to 
anyone who has a desire to play at a competitive level. Thorny provides will provide a competitive level of play, 
with several tournaments each semester, while allowing members to remain less actively committed than members 
of our sister team the Wild Roses.
Women's Ultimate Frisbee, Cornell Wildroses: We're a group of fun, competitive, athletic women who play high 
level frisbee and love to have a good time. Our purpose is to promote the sport of Ultimate and to teach the sport to 
anyone who has a desire to play at a competitive level. With both a highly-competitive team and a development 
team, anyone with interest and enthusiasm is certain to find a place with the Roses.
Developmental Alpine Ski Racing: Introduction to the sport of ski racing and development of ski racing skills. Full 
time coaching staff to help aspiring racers improve their skiing and racing abilities. We compete in local junior 
varsity races against the developmental teams of nearby schools. The team is open for all skiers, and we welcome 
the entire Cornell community. Have fun, improve your skiing abilities, and meet some great new people.
Ski Racing at Cornell: Gives outlet for competitive ski racers. Successfully compete at local, regional (2005 
regional champs), and national(attended nationals for 10 of the last 11 years) levels. Have fun. Meet new people. All 
abilities welcome!
Arsenal Soccer Club, CU: We are a club soccer team made of people who love to play. Our goal is to bring 
together a team full of well-skilled and dedicated soccer players for regular play while maintaining the fun 
environment we all love. We will be competitive and selective in our league and tournament games, but welcome all 
to play or tryout at our open pickup games and practices.
United Men's Club Soccer, Cornell: The purpose of this organization is to provide the campus with the highest 
level of competitive soccer possible, outside of the Varsity program. The group exists to fill the void between the 
Varsity team and the Intramural program. The Varsity is a highly competitive and time intensive team, while the 
Intramural program provides only a short season of soccer at a level that is not very competitive. Thus, the demand 
on this campus is certainly sufficient to warrant such an organization.
Mundial FC Mens Club Soccer, Cornell: We are club soccer team, full of accomplished and skilled players from 
around the globe, that want to compete at a collegiate level of soccer without the commitment that varsity requires. 
We are devoted to improving each other\'s skills in a competitive environment, while still having fun. We practice 
two times a week, with games and tournaments at other colleges on the weekends.
Women's Club Soccer, Cornell: Cornell FC provides students the opportunity to play competitive soccer at the 
collegiate level without the serious commitment of a varsity sport. Players are expected to attend practices that are 
held three times a week and games that are played on weekends in areas throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast. 
Each season we compete in the Regional Tournament to qualify for the championship bracket in the National 
Tournament.
Recreational Roller Hockey Club, Cornell University: To promote and support roller hockey at Cornell; field a 
team to compete against other colleges in the ECRHA\'s B Division; offer open pick-up games to the Cornell 
community



Roller Hockey Club, Cornell: To field a team that competes in the National Collegiate Roller Hockey Association's 
Division II league, whose aim is to win the national title.
Chinese Tennis Club at Cornell: To promote intercollegiate and recreational tennis experience in Cornell 
community
Tennis Club, Cornell: Cornell Club Tennis is a competitive and social coed team of tennis players who practice 
regularly and compete against other university club teams. Practices consist of match play and technique 
improvement usually three nights a week. Although not required, attendance at practice is encouraged. Club Tennis 
has traveled from New York City to Texas to compete against other teams in the past. We are looking for players 
who have played competitively in the past (almost all current members played on their high school tennis teams) and 
still enjoy the sport. The team aims to maintain a roster of approximately 25 women and 25 men. We hold tryouts at 
the beginning of each semester. If you would like additional information please contact one of the captains using the 
link to the left.

HEALTH-
Sexual Awareness For Everyone (SAFE): SAFE seeks to raise awareness regarding various sexual heath topics 
including (but not limited to) the HIV/AIDS pandemic, sexually transmitted infections (STIs), birth control methods, 
abstinence, and risk reduction techniques.
Sexual Health Awareness Group: To provide sexual health education to student groups at Cornell and to raise 
community awareness of sexual health topics important to college communities.
Sloan Student Association: A. To provide interested students with current insights into health care and related 
fields B. To provide students a forum by which pressing issues can be addressed in regard to health care and health 
care administration education. C. To promote and maintain close association and cooperation among students in 
Human Ecology and between graduate students and faculty of the Sloan Program in Health Services Administration, 
hereafter referred to as the “Program”. D. To promote and maintain close association and cooperation with the Sloan 
Alumni Association and its members. E. To provide social activities to balance the rigorous educational program. F. 
To bring together students with similar interests in health care and related fields.
PATCH (Pre-Professional Association Toward Careers in Health): PATCH provides Cornell undergraduates with 
the resources they need to make informed decisions about future careers in health. We expose our members to 
different opportunities available in the health field, while giving them strategies to help them work towards their 
goal of a health-related career. Finally, PATCH brings together pre-med and pre-health students in a supportive 
atmosphere so that they may learn from and help each other. PATCH is open to the entire Cornell Community.

ARTS, PERFORMANCE-
Shakespeare Troupe, The Cornell: To perform and promote Shakespeare's works and other related works on 
campus
Big Red Shakespeare Troupe: Our goal in forming this company is to create opportunities for youth empowerment 
and leadership opportunities. Cornell students will be involved in all aspects of the production, including music, set 
design, lighting, costuming, etc. We understand that groups of this nature have already been established at Cornell. 
However, we are choosing to emphasize the modern aspects of Shakespeare, making it fresh, relatable, and youth 
oriented. We plan on utilizing a number of innovative techniques— such as changing the time periods of the plays, 
or engaging in team building activities with the cast members— to give students a newfound appreciation of 
Shakespeare's works, and how they can be applied to current society.
Skits-o-phrenics, The: Cornell's Original Sketch Comedy group! Each year, we put on several all original skit 
shows, entirely written, directed, produced and performed by our members. In addition, we spread laughter across 
campus in the form of many free, small venue performances.
Whistling Shrimp, The: The Whistling Shrimp are Cornell's only improv comedy troupe. We perform long and 
short form style improv across Cornell's campus and also travel.

ARTS, MUSIC-
Contrapunkt: New Music at Cornell: To provide undergraduate composers both a venue in which their original 
compositions can be performed and a forum to discuss new music.
Live Music Initiative, Cornell: The Cornell Live Music Initiative is a collective of students who love music and are 



organized around the areas of a. Music discussion b. Live music sponsorship and promotion c. Business 
management d. Philanthropic operations e. Music industry analysis We are open to any students interested in 
pursuing endeavors in these topics. Learning will be experiential and hands on.
Just About Music: Just About Music (JAM) is a campus resource for musicians and the music-minded students at 
Cornell University. JAM provides musical opportunities such as education in the form of historical contexts, world 
music and cultural immersion, and various performance possibilities. JAM is as its name suggests: "Just About 
Music."
Registry of Small Ensembles, Cornell University: CUROSE provides students with the opportunity to form 
chamber groups or small ensembles, for the enjoyment of the Cornell community and the musicians themselves. We 
encourage students who cannot commit time to the large ensembles to continue to perform music, and we also allow 
active musicians to enjoy the unique experience of performing in a chamber group.
Baraka Kwa Wimbo Gospel Ensemble: The purpose of Baraka Kwa Wimbo Gospel Ensemble of Cornell 
University is to spiritually and culturally enlighten the Cornell community and surrounding areas. This purpose shall 
be fulfilled through the medium of Black Gospel music. The Ensemble shall carry out its suited by performing at 
various campus programs and community activities.
Chosen Generation Gospel Choir: Chosen Generation is the amalgamation of the former How Excellent & 
Pamoja-Ni Gospel Choirs. We are a group of individuals who strive to spiritually guide and culturally uplift the 
Cornell campus and surrounding community through the ministry of song in the African American Tradition. 
Chosen Generation Gospel Choir aims to help spiritually support the Cornell community chiefly by performing at 
engagements throughout the University area. Chosen Generation will also seek to minister in song in other areas as 
identified by members of the Cornell Community, and as the opportunities and resources provide.
MoST HiGH: To praise God through an all male a Capella ministry focused around the life and teachings of Jesus 
Christ. Our purpose is to inspire and enlighten Cornell's campus and the Greater Ithaca community. We shall fulfill 
this purpose by performing arrangements of traditional & contemporary gospel music, church hymns, other 
inspirational selections, and an array of original pieces.
Measureless: Because of the hope we have in Jesus Christ, we seek to glorify God by proclaiming his measureless 
love and salvation, by worshipping Him with our voices and testimonies, and by serving the Cornell community and 
beyond through a cappella music.

ARTS, DANCE-
Ballroom Dance Club, Cornell University: To promote ballroom dancing in all its aspects, as a social skill as well 
as a competitive sport, in the Cornell and surrounding communities. This will be accomplished by teaching and 
demonstrating ballroom dance.
DanceSport: The purpose of the Cornell DanceSport Club is to provide interested students with a way to improve 
their ballroom dancing skills through lessons taught both by senior team members and professional coaches. Our 
main goal is to prepare members for monthly ballroom competitions in which the skills that they have worked 
towards developing can be put to use and used to represent our university.
Impact Dance Troupe: The goal of Impact Dance Troupe is to provide students that come to study at Cornell with 
the opportunity to choreograph and teach their own pieces, and to perform these works for the Cornell community in 
our bi-annual shows. Impact Dance Troupe is an equal opportunity, student run group.
Student Choreographers, Cornell: Cornell Student Choreographers aims to promote student choreographic work 
both locally and outside of Cornell. One of our major endeavors is an annual trip to the American College Dance 
Festival, where selected works by Cornell Students are performed and adjudicated. CSC is a great way to meet other 
dancers and to have an opportunity to choreograph and show your work. Although we have support from the Cornell 
Dance Department, we remain an independent student organization. We are quite open to different styles of dance 
and encourage new members to check us out.It offers a great supplement to Dance Comp classes and other Student 
Groups, giving you an opportunity for feedback. Also note that many members don’t choreograph extensively. Keep 
in mind that joining the club also gives you the opportunity to dance in other people’s pieces and to take some really 
fun technique classes at ACDF.
Phenomenon Step Team: Phenomenon Step Team's purpose is to diffuse the culture of South African Gum Boot 
dance in an American context through stepping performances.
Unity Steppers: The objectives of Unity Steppers shall be to promote unity among college-aged men through the art 
form of stepping, to provide service to Cornell’s campus through cultural programming, to serve as mentors to local 
Ithaca Youth in order to increase college-attendance after High School.



SERVICE-
Food for Thought: This new organization will reach out to local homeless shelters and local elementary schools. 
Club members will study and prepare dishes from different countries and donate the food to those in need. Through 
such efforts, we will not only learn the value of community service, but will learn a great deal about cuisines of a 
variety of cultures. Members will educate students on how different cultural dishes are made, and will follow this 
with an informative presentation on the background behind how and why such dishes are important to that specific 
culture.
Against Hunger, Cornell: Cornell Against Hunger works to alleviate hunger within the Ithaca area by working with 
Loaves and Fishes, The Friendship Center, and the Southern Tier Food Bank. We sponsor the Ithaca Hunger 
Banquet to raise money for the Southern Tier Food Bank. We want to expand our work to be more visible within the 
Cornell and Ithaca communities.
FreeRice Initiative: Our mission is to fight global hunger with an entrepreneurial spirit for new and innovative 
ideas that increase participation, awareness, and donations for our cause. Currently, we find that FreeRice.com best 
embodies our ideals; therefore, we focus our efforts on expanding the website's ability to combat global hunger 
through tournaments, new websites, creative advertising, speakers, and fundraising. In the future, we hope to 
provide our University with the most effective and fun ways to learn about and combat world hunger.
Rock and Wrap It Up! The Cornell University Chapter: The mission of Rock and Wrap It Up! The Cornell 
University Chapter is to benefit the less privileged by providing local food shelters in the greater Ithaca Community 
with food collected from Cornell University and local donors while staying within the guidelines of the Bill 
Emerson Good Samaritan Food Donation Act.

PUBLICATIONS-
Awkward: Awkward is an artistic student lifestyle publication. Issues are produced annual or semiannually as 
funding permits. Each issue is to uniquely and thematically address matters that fictionally or non-fictionally relate 
to Cornell undergraduate campus life
INCREDIBLE THINGS!: Incredible Things! makes credible the unbelievable achievements of AWKWARD 
Publications. Often fleeting and recondite, these artistic undertakings are democratized and popularized through a 
complete documentation of their processes, conceptual development

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ACTION-
Americans For Informed Democracy, Cornell Chapter: Americans for Informed Democracy (AID) is a non-
partisan educational organization that raises campus awareness of American foreign policy and current international 
issues. AID does this through the sponsoring and hosting of events, including town halls, public debates, round 
tables, and concerts. The Cornell chapter of AID hopes to further the mission of the national organization while 
opening a new phase of political dialogue.
Organization for Social Inquiry and Change: The Organization for Social Inquiry and Change (OSIC) seeks to 
bring Cornell students and community members together for discussion about social issues and provide 
aforementioned individuals information about groups that are actively engaging these issues in a practical manner. 
Towards this end, the OSIC will develop a reading and discussion series each semester, providing participants with 
space and materials with which to carry on their series. Occasionally, the OSIC will host outside experts to speak on 
topics relating to topics in each semester’s series.
United Progressives: United Progressives aims are to educate the community about various societal issues and offer 
critical and in-depth conversation to offer likely solutions to these dilemmas. The engaging dialogue we employ is 
an alternative to both the traditional conservative response to social and economic issues and to the radical streams 
of liberalism which oppose them. There are no restrictions to the issues we take on and we assist, debate, and 
welcome any other groups or organizations that have a strong opinion towards, or substantive response to, the topics 
we discuss. *We come together as equals in the field of debate to discover the causes of society’s issues and to find 
constructive solutions to these affairs of interest.
Kyoto Now!: KyotoNOW! is a student-run organization that advocates for action on global warming and promotes 
a clean energy future on the university, local and national levels. Now! was formed after the US pulled out of the 
Kyoto Protocol in 2001 in hopes of pushing Cornell and Ithaca towards independent participation in the 
international treaty. After protests in Day Hall, the University agreed to the protocol and pending completion of 
updates on the combined heating and power plant, Cornell will be in compliance with the Protocol. Members of 
Kyoto Now! continue to be involved with energy decisions of the university through the Kyoto Task Team and 



through events to publicize the importance of the Protocol to students on campus through demonstration and 
educational campaigns.
Sustainability Hub: The original purpose of the Sustainability Hub was to connect the work of existing 
environmental organizations on campus. We continue to connect student groups by organizing events such as 
Campus Sustainability Day and Earth Day, but in addition, we lead our own projects to make our campus more 
sustainable. This past year, we developed a proposal for the use of waste vegetable oil (from Cornell Dining) to 
make biodiesel for Cornell vehicles. This proposal is currently being incorporated in a larger plan for waste 
management on campus. We have also run several campus outreach campaigns: we organized a teach-in on global 
warming solutions called Focus the Nation, began a peer education group to teach fellow students about the 
principles of sustainability, and began a campaign to show how bottled water hurts the environment. In addition, we 
have revived a campaign to bring a bike-share program to campus, called Big Red Bikes so that students can get a 
Cornell bicycle for a few hours by merely swiping their ID card. These are just a few of many projects we have 
worked on, and we are always opent to new ideas.
Disabilities Awareness, Cornell Union for: CUDA is an awareness and activism union of members of the Cornell 
community with and without disabilities. We serve as a resource for students with concerns about disability issues 
on campus by: Actively working with administrators, faculty and staff Uniting and empowering students to improve 
the Cornell community Demonstrating that disabilities studies has a place in an academic setting Creating an active 
campus-wide network that centralizes the offices dealing with disabilities issues on campus Bringing a greater 
awareness to our peers and community about what it means to have a disability with the hope of abating social 
stigmas attached to disabilities.
Disability Advocacy, Cornell University: CUDA is Cornell's disability advocacy and awareness organization

LAW-
American Constitution Society: The American Constitution Society for Law and Policy (ACS) promotes the 
vitality of the U.S. Constitution and the fundamental values it expresses: individual rights and liberties, genuine 
equality, access to justice, democracy and the rule of law.
ACLU, Cornell: The Cornell American Civil Liberties Union serves to educate the Cornell community about 
infringements on American civil liberties that are occuring to the present day by hosting speakers and through 
activism.

HONORARY-
Phi Sigma Pi National Honor Fraternity: Phi Sigma Pi is a co-educational, national honor fraternity dedicated to 
promoting the ideals of leadership, scholarship, and fellowship. Founded at Central Missouri State University in 
1916, Phi Sigma Pi now encompasses 94 institutions and over 20,000 members. The Beta Nu Chapter at Cornell 
University was founded in 1994, and in a typical semester contains about 60 active members.
Mortar Board Honor Society: Mortar Board, Inc. is a national honor society that recognizes college seniors for 
distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service. The Cornell chapter is the oldest of 
Mortar Board, predating the national society, founded in 1918, by more than a quarter century. It was one of the four 
founding chapters along with Ohio State, Swarthmore, and the University of Michigan. Our chapter aims to enrich 
the Cornell campus and the surrounding Ithaca community through thoughtful leadership, service, and academic 
pursuits. Mortar Board hosts the annual Last Lecture series, sponsors regular service events, and takes initiatives to 
improve the Cornell campus. Membership in Mortar Board is determined through an application process. Every 
spring, outstanding Cornell juniors dedicated to scholarship and with distinguished service and leadership records 
are encouraged to apply for membership in the Society. The application and selection process are not trivial: current 
members strive to make the incoming tap class as outstanding and diverse as possible to ensure that the Society will 
be able to give as much back to the Cornell and surrounding Ithaca community as possible.

BUSINESS-
Undergraduate Consulting Club, Cornell: To educate undergraduates about the consulting industry and to provide 
them with the tools to be successful in consulting.
Consulting Group, Cornell: The Cornell Consulting Group strives to be a leading undergraduate-run consulting 
organization and is the only one of its kind at Cornell. We leverage our core competencies to provide value-adding 
consulting services to companies’ management and staff. Our purpose is to provide hands-on consulting experience 
to our student members, to provide value-adding services to our clients, to foster cooperative learning with our 



collegiate partners, and to educate our talented student members about the consulting industry.
Alpha Fund, The: The Alpha Fund seeks to develop and hone intermediate portfolio management skills and capital 
markets knowledge by investing capital in financial securities using a long/short global macro approach.
Financial Management Group of Cornell: Financial Management Group of Cornell is organized to allow 
members of the Cornell Community to participate in a real-life investment club using several methods of financial 
analysis.
Alternative Investments Club: The Alternative Investments Club will teach its members to invest and grow their 
financial portfolio in creative and non-traditional ways. Real estate and commodities will be looked at closely.
Board of Portfolio Managers, Cornell: Since its inception, CBPM has distinguished itself as the premier forum for 
experienced investors at Cornell. Through weekly discussions and presentations, our organization facilitates the 
meaningful exchange of investing strategies, market outlooks, and personal “battle stories” to leverage the collective 
insight of its diverse and expanding membership. We attract many of the campus’ most talented investors and most 
of us aspire to work in asset management, trading, and investment-related careers following graduation.
Mutual Investment Club of Cornell: Our mission is to bring asset management capabilities into the hands of 
students with the goal of promoting education, performance and industry exposure to students of all levels.

MINORITIES-
Minority Organization of Architecture, Art, and Planning (MOAAP): The mission of MOAAP is to promote 
excellence in the fields of design and planning through education, training, and practice. Facilitated by the students, 
MOAAP seeks to establish a system of support for the immediate academic needs of the student as well as foster a 
relationship with and an appreciation of the desired professions of the students. MOAAP will facilitate the 
organization, mobilization, and communication of the students between the disciplines and combine their efforts to 
advance the art and science of the fields of architecture, art and planning, while continuing to respect the 
communities in which we practice. MOAAP is committed to economic, political, and social development of the 
student into a conscious professional that is a world-class citizen who gives back to his or her community with 
focused drive and intent.
National Organization of Minority Architecture Students (NOMAS): The National Organization of Minority 
Architecture Students(NOMAS) invites architecture students to design, submit, and present a givent project. The 
project simulates an actual design firm competition by virtue of a design criteria and deadlines. NOMAS, throught 
the design process, deals with urbanism as well as sociological concepts and ideas, particularly those concerning 
minority communities. Students obtain an added dimension of social responsibility/conciousness, as well as 
teamwork and diverse cooperation.
Men of Color Council (MOCC): The Men of Color Council (MOCC) is a student-run organization whose focus is 
to devise a unified network of support for minority males, particularly here at Cornell University. This support 
network seeks to bolster scholastic propensity, proficiency in leadership, and to encourage overall personal growth 
in order to attain success here at Cornell University and in life. In addition, the Men of Color Council is a 
compendium of mentors that identify prospective leaders and aid them in bringing their potential to fruition. 
Consequently, we construct a vast array of diverse men who are leaders. Five years ago, a group of minority men 
recognized the lack of minority male leadership on campus. No longer willing to stand by and do nothing, they 
decided to change what they did not like and the MOCC was forged. Since then, the MOCC holds an annual 
conference, the Men of Color Conference. The conference is a weekend retreat where leadership is emphasized 
through unity and scholarship. During the conference, minority male students and Cornell faculty engage in deep 
discussion about leadership issues on campus, as well as in the community. At the end of the conference, 
participants return to campus with a deeper and more affluent understanding of how to develop and implement their 
leadership skills, attain pedagogic achievement, and provide support for the minority community. The participants 
also leave with a sense of camaraderie and oneness amongst each other. The MOCC is more than a retreat; we are a 
brotherhood, a fellowship from which men may seek guidance and a sense of not being alone. The MOCC is a 
family.
LINK: Men's Alliance, The: To address the current and historic desire to allow minority men to develop and 
actively exercise their leadership skills, as well as provide mutual support in dealing with the unique pressures 
experienced by men of color at Cornell University, The Link: has been chartered. This organization is open to all 
members of the Cornell community that have strong concerns regarding the experiences of minority men at Cornell 
University.



MINORITIES, WOMEN-
Black Women's Support Network: It is our purpose to provide a supportive, educational, and social venue where 
women of African descent can discuss issues affecting and pertaining to their community. Support will be provided 
to these women by giving them ample access to all resources and tools needed to assist them in their academic, 
personal and social endeavors while at Cornell University. Items included under this umbrella include, but are not 
limited to: professional development, sexual and mental health assistance, academic workshops and development, 
and access to other Black women through programs like the Big Sister/ Little Sister Match Up. Moreover, the Black 
Women’s Support Network aims to serve as a forum where Black women can share, reflect and gain knowledge 
from each other’s experiences. The Black Women’s Support Network aims to build a cohesive relationship and open 
lines of communication between itself and its community. Furthermore it, as an organization, aims to reach out to 
other Black women within the Greater Ithaca Community, especially through interactions with young “at risk” 
females. This relationship will be perused and harvested through events designed around this particular type of 
relationship, specifically at least one annual sleepover between the members of the Black Women’s Support 
Network and females of the Greater Ithaca Community.
Les Femmes de Substance: The purpose of Les Femmes de Substance is to foster community and leadership within 
the Black female population on Cornell’s campus. Through educational experiences and programs, Les Femmes 
strives to create women of substance, who will strive to build their fellow sistah’s up. The mission of Les Femmes 
de Substance is as follows: Les Femmes pledges to reach out to freshman to aid them in their transition into the 
Cornell community. Les Femmes pledges to throw programs that pinpoint issues that women of African descent face 
within the Cornell community and beyond (i.e. Ebony Mixer, Desserts of the Diaspora, etc.) Les Femmes pledges to 
educate women on how they can attain leadership roles. Les Femmes pledges to take a critical look at the disunity 
on campus in the form of a retreat. They will take a set number of women off campus, where they will participate in 
workshops and social events that teach essential skills that foster success in all future endeavors. Les Femmes 
pledges to give Black women on campus what they NEED to be women of substance.

MINORITIES, LGBTQ-
Gay-Straight Alliance, Cornell University (CUGSA): CUGSA is dedicated to education, outreach, collaboration, 
and social activites to foster an environment of understanding, respect, and unity between the Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender, and questioning community and the larger community with the direct support and assistance 
of straight allies.
ZAP!: ZAP! is a gender-balanced, culturally integrated panel of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered, and 
questioning people, as well as straight allies, who come together to share ideas about sex and sexuality as they relate 
to their lives. ZAP! panels go to dorms, classes, RA trainings, health programs, local schools, and special programs 
with the purpose of educating and creating a comfortable, informal forum for discussion of issues relating to the 
LGBTQ and ally community.
Lambda for LGBTQ: Lambda is a social organization for LGBTQ students and allies to interact. The group hosts 
speakers and co-sponsors events with other LGBTQ organizations on campus.

RELIGIOUS-
Chabad: promotion of cultural, social and educational Jewish programs on the Cornell's campus
Hillel Jewish Student Union, Cornell: To provide meaningful Jewish experiences for the Cornell community.
Kedma: Kedma is the Orthodox organization at Cornell that provides for the religious and social needs of Orthodox 
Jews. Kedma is dedicated to upholding Orthodox values and maintaining a comfortable atmosphere for Orthodox 
students. By working with other student organizations, Kedma provides focused, well resourced programs and 
events for Orthodox students, as well as for the Cornell community at large.
Kesher: Kesher runs Reform services every Friday night as well as holiday services, Havdallah, and social events 
for reform students. We aim to include all Reform students on campus in Jewish life at Cornell.
KOACH: To serve the conservative Jewish community at Cornell with Shabbat and holiday services, educational, 
cultural, social, and social action activities
Sababah: To promote social interaction and Jewish life amongst the Jewish Community of Cornell.
Tzedek: Jewish Social Justice: Tzedek: Jewish Social Justice is the Jewish community service and social action 
group at Cornell University. We seek social justice through a combination of direct service, grassroots organizing, 
advocacy, and awareness.



CULTURAL-
Of the nearly 200 cultural organizations, more than half have similar purposes but pertain to very specific 
communities. Further evaluation is necessary to determine if a group with a more broad mission could incorporate 
interests of many of these groups together, or if their extreme specificity is necessary (for example, there is a 
separate organizations for nearly each African and Asian country/culture represented at Cornell). Because of the 
immense number of groups in question from this category, and lack of complete overlap (i.e. communities slightly 
different), they are not listed in this document, but can be accessed in the Categorized Organizations Spreadsheet for 
more information.

SPECIAL-
Alternative Uses of Cards Club: The purpose of this organisation is to promote the appreciation and development 
of skilled practitioners of alternative uses of cards such as card throwing, card stacking, léger de main, etc...
Games Club, Cornell: We play board games, card games, miniatures games, and role-playing games. Occasionally 
we have a small gaming convention.
Cubing Club, Cornell: To challenge and entertain members with rubik\\\'s cube type puzzles, teaching and 
competing for fun, and to host our annual Cornell Spring Open, a competition of national standing which receives 
dozens of visitors in many different events.
Bridge Club, Cornell: Cornell Bridge Club seeks to bring those who share an interest in the card game, contract 
bridge, together. Anyone who wishes to learn the game or find partners for fun and competitive play are welcome. 
We hold a duplicate tournament at the end of each semester and reward modest prizes to the winners.
Dance Dance Revolution Club, Cornell: The Cornell DDR Club is focused around enjoying many different types 
of rhythm games, from Guitar Hero to Dance Dance Revolution. There is often guest appearances from the Super 
Smash Bros club as well as the Digital Gaming Alliance. At a meeting, one could expect to see two cobalt flux 
dance pads on a large tv setup, and a two player guitar hero setup on a smaller tv. A four player super smash bros 
setup on a small tv, and possibly a Wii setup on a small tv. No matter the game, you can find something to enjoy at a 
DDR club meeting.
Super Smash Bros Club, Cornell: The purpose of the Cornell Super Smash Brothers Club is to promote an interest 
in multiplayer console gaming, especially Super Smash Brothers, Super Smash Bros Melee, and Super Smash Bros 
Brawl. Currently, we have active setups each meeting for Super Smash Bros Melee and Super Smash Bros Brawl 
available to the public. We would like to present leisurely downtime for passersby and promote interest in members 
and non-members who prefer either casual or competitive gameplay.
Digital Gaming Alliance, The Cornell: The Digital Gaming Alliance seeks to promote digital gaming related 
activities within the Cornell community. The club has dual goals: to promote game design and development as well 
as to encourage the playing of digital games at Cornell. The DGA seeks to build a strong community of individuals 
interested in digital games via gaming sessions for the Cornell student body, industry and academic speakers, info 
sessions, support for student games, and other activities.


